
Mirror Writing 
 
If you have ever come across a child who writes everything as if he or she was looking in 
a mirror you might be wondering what you should be doing to help.  You need to do a bit 
of observation first.  Check initially whether the child has difficulty crossing the medial 
line of their body - do they for instance use two hands to draw a large rainbow, changing 
the crayon at the half-way mark in preference to making the rainbow sweep across the 
body ? If so they will need lots of practice work - shaking a tambourine across the body 
from left to right may be so difficult that they need you to take their arm and do it with 
them 10-20 times.  
 
Check carefully and repeatedly for a dominant hand, foot, eye - for dominant eye give 
them a kaleidoscope or a cardboard tube from a roll of kitchen towel, and see do they 
invariably hold it to the same eye? Use the information to help teach the child left and 
right. If the child hasn't got a dominant hand, foot or eye, they need to learn about which 
hand to shake hands with, to the point of it becoming automatic for them. Putting the 
outline of a right hand on the child's desk may help. If any are genuinely dominant then 
work towards the child being able to pretend to look through an imaginary kaleidoscope, 
or picking up a pencil, or kicking an imaginary ball - establishing an invariable can help 
with left to right tracking.  
 
If the child has a dominant hand which they habitually use ... try creating a 'script' 
(instructions for letter formation) for the child which contains an instruction referring to 
movement either towards or away from their bodies. A right handed child learns that the 
letters in words go out from the tummy, a left handed one that they come in towards it. 
 
Do lots of kinaesthetic work with a heavy slow movement ... driving a toy bulldozer 
repeatedly through dry sand to make a road, scraping through plasticine. The scale needs 
to be quite large initially.  
If the child knows the alphabet song and has left to right tracking but difficulty with letter 
reversals it may help to point out that small b faces d, small i faces j, small p faces q as 
these are close together in alphabetical order.  
Don't teach both left and right - teach one to the exclusion of the other so as to minimise 
the potential for confusion. Similarly it can be helpful to teach lower case b to the 
exclusion of lower case d with daily practice for several weeks 


